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Abstract
Mass loss from evolved stars on the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) is an important factor in both stellar and galactic evolution; the total amount of mass lost determines the star's eventual fate as a compact object and playing a significant role in the
chemical enrichment of the interstellar medium. We have combined infrared photometric data from the Spitzer SAGE survey (Meixner, et al. 2006) with variability parameters derived from the MACHO survey (Fraser, et al. 2008, in press) to examine the
effects of stellar variability on mass-loss from evolved stars on the AGB. Various tracers of mass-loss rate have been proposed, such as infrared excess (e.g. Srinivasan et al. 2008, in prep) or J-[8] color. Using these two tracers, we examine empirical
relationships between mass loss and the period and variation amplitude for these AGB stars. Both tracers show similar behavior compared to both variation parameters, with noteworthy differences.

SAGE Marries MACHO
AGB stellar winds are thought to be driven by stellar variability. Pulsation levitates stellar material, where it condenses to dust. Radiation pressure then expels the dust, which is collisionally coupled to the gas. The MACHO dataset has high quality l ight curves spanning eight
years for ~100,000 stars in the SAGE database, including the majority of the evolved stars detected in both surveys. The evolved stars in MACHO typically show long-period, multi-periodic light curves, which Fraser et al. (2008) decomposed into their Fouri er spectra using the
CLEANest algorithm. We combine photometric information for AGB stars from the SAGE survey with the primary peak-to-peak amplitude and period from MACHO to investigate the consistency of photometric tracers of mass loss such as 8 m excess and J-[8] color.

Period-Luminosity Sequences

8 m Excess vs. Variability Amplitude
This is a plot of all ~25,000 AGB sources from Srinivasan et al., 2008 (in
prep) with good MACHO variability parameters. Stellar populations are
assigned based on J-Ks color cuts (Cioni et al. 2006). Peak-to-peak amplitudes
(of the primary period) are obtained from the CLEANest Fourier spectrum
(Fraser et al. 2008). The vertical axis represents 8 m emission in excess of
stellar photosphere models, which has been proposed as a tracer of mass loss
from evolved stars (Srinivasan et al. 2008). Median best fit lines for the O- and
C-rich stars are also shown. The clear increasing trend points towards a
correlation between mass-loss rate and amplitude.

Fraser et al. (2005) identified 6 period-luminosity sequences of LPVs in the MACHO survey, labeled
4-1, E and D in order of increasing period. Sequence E consists of RGB stars, and is too dim to appear
in this sample. The remaining five are plotted here, with K magnitude as a simple proxy for luminosity.
Sequences 1-4 consist of pulsating stars, while sequence D is believed to arise from a different (as yet
unknown) mechanism, and shows many features that are consistent with an origin due to binarity
(Fraser, et al. 2008).

8 m Excess vs. Period Sequence
By binning the data in discrete sequences, we remove the degeneracy
between luminosity and period and reveal a trend of increasing mass loss with
increasing period. Furthermore, as C-rich stars tend to have high mass loss
than O-rich stars, C-stars are not seen at all in the shortest period sequence, 4.
Extreme AGBs, generally having the highest mass loss rates, are only found on
the longest P-L sequences.

Conclusions
We present a comparison of two proposed photometric tracers of mass loss
for AGB stars, 8 m excess emission, and J-[8] color, as a function of the
variability parameters peak-to-peak amplitude and period. Both photometric
parameters exhibit qualitatively similar behavior with respect to both period and
amplitude, consistent with increasing mass loss from evolved stars with both
increasing period and increasing amplitude. Oxygen-rich and Carbon-rich stars
exhibit roughly parallel trends in all explored parameter spaces, with C-rich stars
displaced to higher mass loss rates. Extreme AGBs do not show a noticeable
relationship between mass loss and variability, but are localized at the highest
rates of mass loss, the largest amplitudes, and the longest periods of our
sample.
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An alternative proposed tracer of AGB mass loss is J-[8] color. The
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the utility of J-[8] as a simple photometric proxy of mass loss. However the
relative insensitivity of J-[8] to amplitude reveals a weakness of this method.
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the SED.
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J-[8] vs Period Sequence
J-[8] shows the same dependence on period as 8 m excess. Both rise
with increasing period throughout sequences 4-1, while sequence D shows
values consistent with a population drawn from all four of the other P-L
relationships. Again, the greater sensitivity of infrared excess is apparent.

